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“If there is anything everlasting in this ephemeral life then it is this true love. If you 
can attain this natural, unconditional, pure, radiant, true divine love then you will 
have reached the state of eternal bliss, bliss, bliss…”  

-Swamiji 
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Satsang with Swamiji 
The first steps to unity  

 

How can we increase unity 

amongst each other whilst giving 

service on behalf of our Ashram? 
 

You are asking me about unity. 

Nārāyana! You see, normally, ladies do 

not believe what other ladies say. Yet 

ladies often believe what men say. Men 

also believe other men. Ladies must 

learn to trust in and believe each other. 

They must be clear and open with each 

other. They must open their hearts to 

other ladies. So my first point is that we 

should not make the distinction of who 

is male and who is female. That is the 

first barrier to unity in the world. We 

should trust and believe in each other. 

We must have faith in and love for each 

other. We must regard each other as 

human beings, not as men and women. 

We must love each other from the 

heart, not with the body. These are the 

first steps to unity. 

 

Most people have a narrow mentality. They divide other people into many categories. 

Here in India, first they see the caste. That is your family lineage and the group to which 

you belong, something that here they think is most important. This is the start of narrow-

mindedness. The people who belong to that particular caste or social group will stick 

together and they might feel that other castes should not have any part in the life of their 

community. Which religion you belong to is a worldwide problem. “He is a Christian. He 

is a Muslim.” From these barriers small differences start and develop into big rifts, political 

problems and civil wars. 

 

In the same way, within our movement I can see small separations and differences that 

inhibit the growth of unity. When you first meet each other, you ask, “Where are you 

from?” The Sri Lankan man or woman will say, “I am a Sri Lankan, I am Sinhalese, I speak 

English and Sinhala.” This is identification with one’s culture and too much identification 

disturbs unity in a multi-cultural group. You always think, “We are Tamils and they are 
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“I want you to develop more 

and more and reach the 
highest spiritual level. You 

have gained a nice 
opportunity to go up and 

up!” 

foreigners” or vice versa. We are all on the spiritual path together, serving one mission. 

Discrimination, even a little, disturbs the harmony within a group of people. We should 

think that we are all together. Don’t think, “Tamils and foreigners, Christians and Hindus.” 

I cannot accept this in my mission. 

 

The problem is that Tamil people think in one way and 

Western people in another. The Eastern culture is 

entirely different from the Western one. In the East if a 

boy talks closely with a girl everyone immediately 

suspects them of improper behaviour. Why? Because the 

East has a different culture. In the West, in general, 

people would not immediately suspect them. They would 

simply think that they are friends. Even the people of each 

country have a different way of seeing things, of talking 

and of behaving. Their way of thinking, their bodily actions and ideas are different. For 

example, the Swiss are often very serious, especially about money matters, whilst the 

Italians are very open. They laugh a lot and talk loudly. 

 

So, let us accept, tolerate, and try to forget all these differences. Let us make our Centres 

in one way and one style. Let’s make our own style and be really individual! Then we will 

be able to say, “This is our style!” If you introduce one universal style, then it will be very 

easy to become united. What style? Swami Premananda style? I do not have any particular 

style. I do not expect anything personally from you. I do not want anything in this world.  

 

Yet I do hope and pray that you will advance to a higher level. I do not want you to go 

down in any way. I do not want you to spoil your life in any way. I want you to develop 

more and more and reach the highest spiritual level. You have gained a nice opportunity to 

go up and up! Take hold of that chance with both hands and make the very best of it. You 

have the chance to receive the guidance of a living master. Make the best of him. I really 

mean it when I say that most people in this world will not get such a great opportunity in 

hundreds of lifetimes. You do not realize how gifted you are. 

 

Do not expect that you will mature in six months or one year. You have to be very 

patient. Earlier, you asked me an easy way to enlightenment. The answer is also easy – be 

very simple, be very humble, serve your fellow beings and learns the secret of pure, divine 

love. 

 

I noted that the people in the Ashram would like to change the official colour of the 

clothes. Although I advised them to wear light yellow, one day you prefer red or pink and 

another day you like green. Everyone wants to change their clothes but clothes are not 

important in order to lead a spiritual life. Do you think that spirituality is in the cloth? 

Spirituality is inside you, not in the cloth. It is essential that you should develop spiritually, 

inside. 
 

Jai Prema Shanti 
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News From the  

Sri Premananda Centres Around the 

World 

Above three pictures: The Sri Premananda Centre of Limburg, Belgium: 

The monthly Krishna abhishekam was performed and bhajans were sung. 
Below: The Sri Premananda Centre of Colombo, Srilanka 

Krishna abhishekam and bhajans on Good Friday. 
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Lingams for the new Sri Premananda Groups in Germany and Belgium 

 

Two new Sri Premananda Groups have been started this year. One is in Essen, Belgium, 

and is coordinated by Saras. She received a Lingam from Swamiji for the new Group in the 

Ashram this Mahashivaratri. The other Group is in Krefeld, Germany.  

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

At Mahashivaratri this year, Devi took a Lingam for Emir and Regina’s new Group in 

Krefeld, Germany, and handed it over to them. They already performed a Lingam 

abhishekam.  (see photos above) Both Groups are planning to have opening ceremonies 

for their new Groups soon. In Essen, a yagam will be performed for the opening. 
 

 

 

Swamiji’s golden words about the Sri Premananda 
Centres and Groups 

 

As the coordinator of a Group or Centre you have a great responsibility. You 

must understand that you are a representative of Swami. I have direct contact 

with you, but very often you are not aware of it. If you sit for 15 to 30 minutes 

a day, thinking of me, I will take care of everything in your lives. Then you will 

be able to bring others close to spirituality. I have already explained this to 

you. Sit and concentrate on the tip of your nose. If you perceive a 

yellowish/reddish light that is a sign that I am there. Then concentrate on your 

heart and I will be in your heart. The moment you close your eyes and think of 

me I know it and I come to you. But during these 15 to 30 minutes you should 

not think of other matters. If you allow other thoughts or outside noise to 

disturb you, it won’t work. 
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Rishi Tour Report – Part One 
- Harivatsa 

 

 

We began this spiritual tour very early in the morning of February 7, 2018. There were ten 

participants from France, Holland, and Belgium, including myself, Harivatsa, from Paris, 

France. We left the Ashram in a small bus and headed southwest to Alleppey, a city in the 

adjoining state of Kerala. Everyone was in a cheerful mood, undeterred by the fact that 

there was a long drive ahead of us and that we would only be arriving at our destination 

late that evening.  

  

On the way we stopped to visit the 

Andal Temple in Sri Villuputhur, a small 

town in Tamil Nadu. There were in fact 

two temples next to each other, one 

dedicated to Andal (Divine Mother) and 

the other dedicated to Vadabadra 

Sayanar (Vishnu).  The Vishnu Temple 

was built more than 1000 years ago and 

it is said that the construction of the 

Andal Temple began sometime during 

the 14th century. The impressive 

gateway tower of the Vishnu temple is 

59 meters high and it is depicted on the 

official Tamil Nadu state emblem.  

 

First we visited the huge Vishnu Temple, 

gave some offerings to the Lord in the 

main shrine and received blessings. 

Later we entered a large chamber with 

a beautifully decorated wooden ceiling 

and which houses a statue of Garuda, the eagle-like bird associated with Lord Vishnu.  

 

Next we went to the Andal Temple. There is a story about Andal which relates that a man 

named Perialwar, an ardent devotee of Lord Vishnu, used to offer a garland to him every 

day in a nearby temple. Perialwar was childless and longed to have a child. One day, while 

he was walking in the temple garden, he found a girl infant under a tulasi plant, whom he 

brought up as his own child. Imbued with spirituality from an early age, his daughter’s love 

for the Divine grew steadily greater.  Without his knowledge, every day she would wear 

the garland before it was offered to Lord Vishnu. When Perialwar found out about this he 

got very upset and punished the innocent child. That night the Lord appeared in his dream 

and asked him why the garland had not reached him that day. Perialwar answered that it 

had been desecrated by his daughter. “Consecrated”, corrected the Lord, and said that he 
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wanted no other garlands than those worn by her. The girl, who was named Kothai, was 

then renamed Andal and has since been referred to as Chudikodutha Sudrakodi (the lady 

who gave her garland to Lord Vishnu). In both temples, after having visited the main shrine, 

we spent some time in meditation.  

 

Continuing on our journey, we crossed the border into Kerala. We soon noticed that the 

landscape was changing and our bus always seemed to be either climbing or descending on 

the roads through the increasingly hilly terrain. We also noticed the vegetation becoming 

greener and more abundant, and generally the roads and towns were in a better condition. 

This gave me the impression that Kerala must be wealthier than Tamil Nadu. At long last, 

in the late evening, we reached Alleppey and our hotel. 

 

Early in the morning 

of the second day we 

visited the 

Ambalappula Sree 

Krishna Temple, 

situated not far from 

Alleppey. Believed to 

have been built 

during the 15-17th 

century, this temple 

has a large pond 

behind it. The design 

of the temple was 

very elegant but quite 

sober, lacking the 

high towers and rich decorations of the temples in Tamil Nadu. This is true for most of 

the temples in Kerala and they somewhat reminded me of the architectural style of 

temples I had seen in Thailand.  

 

 

We gave offerings to the presiding idol of Sree 

Krishna, which is carved out of black granite. We 

were very lucky to be able to attend the morning 

procession, one of three processions with a Krishna 

statue that takes place every day. We all followed 

the priests carrying the statue and walked around 

the central temple three times. The procession was 

accompanied by music and the blowing of trumpets 

and I found it a very special and joyous experience.  
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After breakfast we walked to the backwaters near our hotel where two special leisure 

boats were waiting for us. Each of them had comfortable deckchairs on which we could 

relax, and also a comfortable couch in front of the boat where one could lie down. The 

backwaters stretch over 1500 km around Alleppey. They comprise a complicated network 

of 44 lakes, lagoons and rivers, and act as a vital waterway for the transport of goods as 

well as people. They are also a link between outlying villages and the bigger towns, for 

there is no access by road here to the many isolated villages and homes.  

 

So it was that our two boats 

embarked on a four-hour tour 

of the backwaters, meandering 

on big lakes, rivers, or small 

canals that form the junction 

between the lakes and rivers. It 

was very pleasant to glide on 

the water, relaxing in our 

comfortable deckchairs and 

admiring the scenery of banks 

covered with beautiful, verdant 

vegetation. From time to time 

we waved to the people on the banks. We crisscrossed all sorts of boats – small ones, big 

ones, boats transporting goods and boats transporting people. At one moment we had a 

break and stopped at a refreshment stall for a delicious drink of fresh coconut water 

straight from the coconut. Regrettably, this marvelous experience on the backwaters 

eventually came to an end.  

 
          to be continued… 
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Ashram Wildlife 

Birds and Bird Spotting 
by an Ashram resident 

 

COPPERSMITH BARBET – Psilopogon haemacephala indica 

 
hat a bizarre, clownish-like 

colouring! This was my initial 
impression upon first seeing the 

picture of the coppersmith barbet taken in 
the Ashram.  A crimson forehead and throat 

with yellow eye-rings and chin/throat 
patch. What a flamboyant medley of 

colours! And one that makes them easy to 
see and to recognize. And yet, even though 

I was familiar with their calls, it still took 
more than a year before we finally had an 

actual meeting and I was able to admire this 
special outfit. The real living animal is so 

very different from a mere description or 
picture.  

 
The brightness of the colours and what 

might at first seem like a strange 
combination looks very natural, right and functional when you see them in real. The first 

time I spotted a male bird at this particular place – sitting in a tree just in front of me – he 
started to utter his repetitive call. Immediately after his making this sound, I could see the 

swelling on the throat, a swelling that ‘opens’ the beautiful red colour there, especially 
bright in the sunlight.  This is apparently what I was meant to see. All my previous 

observations had been from afar, with adverse light, but now this bird had come here 
together with his mate to show me what they were really like – no less, no more – and, 

believe me, they were simply beautiful. Even when his mate had flown away the male 
continued his calls until I left to get my camera. 

 
Not surprisingly, young birds lack this red. For 

the rest, the body upperparts of these birds are 
grass green, the under parts a paler green 

diffusely streaked with darker green. The bill is 
stout and dark. The sexes are alike.  

 
Ultimately, it wasn’t the colours that claimed its 

fame, but the sound, an oft-repeated tuk-tuk (or 
tunk), much like copper being struck on an anvil 

by a blacksmith, hence the English name. This 
familiar sound can be heard far away and throughout the day from early morning until dusk, 

so it is easy to know how many there are in the Ashram (very few). Some people find the 
sound boring and apparently even get irritated by it. The metronomic tuk-tuk can be 

repeated from 108-121 times per minute, sometimes continued to 204 notes, so for about 

W 
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two minutes. In winter they are silent and do not call. But I could see how they did it, a 

natural flow, just as any other song, uttered as a relaxed contributive statement, which is 
how I experienced it.  

 
It’s like a teaching, or a genuine insight, that needs to be repeated, just as it is, without 

added emphasis or expectation, undramatically, confident that the truth it expresses will 
sooner or later be heard by those who are ready to open themselves for it when an 

experience offers this opportunity. It’s not even necessary to be seen. Bearing this in mind 
when we read that the coppersmith barbet’s calls are “one of India’s most familiar sounds in 

the hot season,” we could assume that this must be for a reason. Perhaps it’s a mirror of this 
country’s mission, and for anyone with a message to deliver. In other words, don’t try to 

convince others, don’t be dramatic, just repeat your statement, loud and clear and 
confidently; that’s enough; be happy; job done!   

 
Where will you find them in the Ashram? Some of 

their preferred places are around the dish-washing 
place behind the dharmasala and around the boys’ 

hostel; also in the mango orchards, sometimes near 
the Puja Hall, and around some of the houses. They 

like to sit atop of trees, not hidden behind leaves, 
and according to the literature they are fond of 

sunning themselves in the morning. So far in my 
experience, I have not found them to be so 

confiding and inquisitive; they have always kept 
their distance, until, that is, for this couple I met recently. 

 
The literature states they eat mainly fruits, with a preference for banyan, peepul and other 

wild figs, plus various drupes and berries, along with the occasional insect, especially 
winged termites, which they catch in aerial sallies, and their diet may also include petals of 

flowers. They eat nearly 1.5 to 3 times their body weight in berries each day. Being that in 
the Ashram there are only 2 or 3 singers, this is not a worry.  

 
Both sexes excavate their nest on the underside of a narrow horizontal branch and often two 

broods are raised in quick succession. They compete with other cavity-nesting birds and 
frugivores. These nest holes are also used for roosting. Some birds roost alone in the 

cavities and will often do so during part of the day. Immature young will roost with the 
parents but often return to roost early, before the parents, so as not to be prevented by them 

from entering the roost cavity. You see...youngsters of all kinds can be very clever! So far 
we have not spotted any young birds but because the coppersmith barbet is present 

throughout the year, reproduction is quite possible and may be more likely to take place 
when fruits are abundant.  

 
Jai Prema Shanti! 

 

 

 ERRATUM: In last month’s Prema Ananda Vahini the birds that we wrote about (“seven 

sisters”) are in fact not jungle babblers - Turdoides striata - kattu silamban, but a closely 

related species, the yellow-billed babblers - Turdoides affinis –  manjal-alagu silamban. 
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Swamiji  Answers  Your  

Questions 

 

Swamiji, what are the basic principles of spirituality? 
 

You want to develop yourselves on the 

path of spirituality. Whenever you desire or 

even look at any material thing, remember 

that it is not permanent. Is this body going to 

last forever? No, it is impermanent. You place 

so much importance on money and wealth, 

yet these are only temporary. You need to be 

very careful with money so as not to waste it. 

You need to live – but don’t let money rule 

your life. Be careful, live simply but don’t let 

your mind dwell on money. Let the mind 

dwell on something higher and much more 

valuable.  

 

After all, what is permanent in this life? 

Certainly, nothing…in fact, nothing! What can 

you see with your eyes that are permanent? 

Nothing. For nothing in this material world is 

lasting. Now, think. What is the effect of 

practicing true spirituality? Is it permanent? 

Yes. The merit and grace you receive from 

genuine spiritual practice will never leave you. 

You take them with you from life to life 

 

You are all sitting here listening to me, but 

some of your minds are wandering and 

becoming distracted…sing a bhajan.  

 

(The people present sang a bhajan for the guru 

and one for Shiva.) 

 

Now, how is your mind? Okay. So you all 

agree that because you sang this spiritual 

song, your mind went to a higher level and 

you feel warmth in your heart. In order to 

surrender your minds to the Divine, the first 

step is to send its thoughts in a different 

direction. Take it away from material 

thoughts and give it spiritual ones. If you 

always want to indulge in material or sensual 

things, you can never hope to change the 

direction of the mind. You must make 

yourself strong and have faith in yourself. Tell 

yourself that you will change, make a small 

plan for yourself, pray to the Divine or your 
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spiritual guide and with all your strength make 

yourself go in a different way.  

 
Don’t doubt yourself. Don’t think that you 

cannot change. If you start to doubt yourself 

and feel that you cannot change, that you are 

failing on your path, immediately think of me 

or write to me. I will give you a nice reply 

that will set you in the right direction.  

 

These are the first stages of surrendering. 

First you need to change your ways and 

continually correct yourself. I always advise 

you that the best thing to do is to keep good, 

spiritual company and to go to bhajans, 

abhishekams and satsangs. Talk with others 

about spirituality, about the path, about your 

own experiences.  

 
Go inside yourself a little every day and talk 

to yourself as well. These may seem like very 

simple exercises to you but, in truth, they are 

the most important. Have you got the inner 

strength to do them? 

 

 

How can we be aware of the automatic actions of the mind? 
 

If you look inside a computer you can see 

how it works. The mind is like a computer. It 

works automatically when you press the right 

button. When you press a certain button, the 

mind will go to a particular place in a 

particular way. How can you control the 

mind? Without control, the thoughts are 

scattered everywhere and they especially go 

towards materiality. You have to start 

pressing your spiritual buttons and not the 

material buttons. Because you are always 

interested in material things, just a touch of 

that button is enough to make your mind run 

in each and every direction. Why do you 

always touch that button? Because you are 

totally involved in the world. Only when you 

fix your mind on the Divine will it slowly 

become calm and controlled. The Divine is 

within you but the mind is continually 

directed outwards. If you consciously turn 

your mind inwards then it will not get the 

chance to go out to the world.  

 

How can the disciple make the guru happy? 
 

The only way is that if the disciple lives happily, then automatically the guru will be happy. 

Secondly, if the disciple increases their self-confidence and faith in the guru, the guru will be even 

happier. Thirdly, if you live a family life with love and kindness then the guru is also happy. 
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The One 
Without Name or Form 

 

Each month we are publishing one chapter from 
Swamiji’s book, ‘The one without name or form’, his 

living message on how we can realize the true purpose 
of our births, how we can approach ever closer to the 

one and eternal truth that he experienced, lived and 

saw every moment of his life. 

 

 

       Love is bliss… 
 

great force, far beyond our perception, created humankind in a natural setting. All living 

beings were created from the five elements. Pure and sacred love was then established in 

all of creation, in every being. Although this love may change in character or form due to 

various circumstances, its purity and sacredness remains immutable.  

 

This pure love becomes differentiated because of selfishness. This is due to our desires and 

expectations. When we love with desire and expectation the light of love loses its brilliance. People 

may call this love but the brilliance of this kind of love is tarnished and dull. Expectation has 

brought our minds to a state of illusion. This is not true love, this is illusionary love tainted with 

longing and expectancy.   

 

Don’t fall for this illusory love, this kind of love that is filled with falsehood. These waves of 

thoughts that well up from time to time and go in all directions are temporary in nature and may 

seem like love to you, but wake up and put your trust only in true love without expectation.  

 

Many people, hoping to get closer to us, will talk to us kindly, showing interest in our well-being 

and the well-being of our loved ones. Having a good idea of our character and our qualities, they 

will flatter us with compliments. They will even try to persuade us that their love for us has no 

equal. “Who can show you truer love than me?” they will repeatedly say. They will talk ill of others 

until you believe them and in this way they prevent others from getting closer to you, which 

ultimately leads to your isolation. There are many people who act like this.  

 

Most of us chase after this kind of illusory love, believing it to be true. We fail to recognize its 

falseness. We feel flattered by the sweet words of sham and are cheated by this love we thought 

was true. We never think of the future and continue to believe this type of love to be genuine love.  

 

A 
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Can you understand what I am saying when I speak about true love? Or will you still continue to 

see false love as true love? Take time to patiently reflect. Where is love? What does it look like? 

Try to see that love, to feel it and speak to it. “Oh love, where are you? Let me be together with 

you. I want to be with you for the whole of my life. I don’t want any material things. I don’t want 

name and fame. I don’t want wealth and have no desire to enjoy the pleasure of intimate 

relationships and feel no need of a close bond with relatives. I want that there should be no 

differences between male and female, between young and old, between low and high, between 

different classes and castes, between the educated and non-educated. I don’t care to follow any 

particular religion, rites, or ceremonies.  Oh love, when I have drawn my final breath, will I know 

you at last?”  

 

As long as I am alive in this physical body I want to show you my true love. Try to understand me 

and show me your true love. I believe that you can sense this true unconditional love I am showing 

you. Don’t compare my love with other kinds of love and start doubting.  

 

Unaware of the purity of true love human beings succumb to false, illusory love. Like small worms 

that wriggle in agony and quickly die when exposed to the scorching heat of a hot sun, so is a 

person bound to suffer the same fate when they encounter false love, believing it to be true. How 

many people have not suffered in this way? Why would you want to go through such torment? 

When you have realized the One without name or form you will understand true love.  

 

With your welfare at heart, what greater fortune can there be for me than having you experience the 

value of true love. If there is anything everlasting in this ephemeral life then it is this true love. If 

you can attain this natural, unconditional, pure, radiant, true divine love then you will have reached 

the state of eternal bliss, bliss, bliss…  
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“Try not to aspire to lead a spiritual life thinking that you will gain 
position or become a sannyāsin or a teacher of others. Think that 
you know nothing and be as a little child.  
 
If you go to a spiritual place or a Sri Premananda Centre or visit 
our Ashram in India, think that the divine energy there should 
enter you and that you must get the maximum amount of 
blessings. This is the correct attitude. If you think you should get 
powers, or money, or control over others, or name and fame, I feel 
it is better that you stay in your own country and work hard. You 
can earn a lot of money and have a really  
worldly life.  
 
You see, you must be very, very pure hearted to attain a high 
spiritual state; otherwise, ego will somehow creep into your mind 
and spoil all your progress. That is why I take you very slowly but 
surely on the path. First, we must clean all the egoism out of you 
and then only can we pour divine grace into you!”  
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News from the…  
 
 

 
 

Premananda Youth groups are places where young people around the world come 

together to meet each other and get involved in activities which have a positive 

influence on one’s self, on others, and on the environment.  
 

 

 
 

 
 

The Premananda Youth of Grenoble organizing the monthly Skanda Shashti Muruga abhishekam 
and bhajans. 
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Every month we highlight a great quality of a 

Premananda Youth.  

This month: Change the world in a positive way! 
 

“I created the Premananda Youth to spread the message of 

spirituality, to show the world how to live according to the 

Divine. Nowadays the world is full of falsehood and separations 

based on country, race, caste, colour, language, status and so on. 

Courage, understanding, a big network, and service are four very 

important aspects needed to create unity and to change the world 

in a positive way. Do not think that you are sheep. You are all 

lion cubs. You can do it.” 
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